The Rabbit Grimace Scale

Research has demonstrated that changes in facial expression provide a means of assessing pain in rabbits. The speciﬁc facial action units
shown below comprise the Rabbit Grimace Scale. These action units increase in intensity in response to post-procedural pain and can
form part of a clinical assessment alongside other validated indices of pain.
The action units should only be used in awake animals. Each animal should be observed for a short period of time to avoid scoring brief
changes in facial expression that are unrelated to the animal’s welfare.

Action units
Not present ‘0’

Moderately present ‘1’

Obviously present ‘2’

Orbital Tightening:
• Closing of the eyelid (narrowing of orbital area).
Over ½ closed is a score of ‘2’.
• A score of ‘2’ can include an eye squeeze (contraction
of muscles around the eye).

Cheek Flattening:
• Cheeks lose their rounded (bulging) shape and
become ﬂatter. At a score of ‘2’ cheeks have
a sunken look.
• Cheek muscles lose their deﬁnition (i.e. visibility).
At a score of ‘2’ edges are not very visible.
• Face shape goes from rounded to increasingly angular.

Nostril (Nare) Shape:
• Upper edge of nostrils loses its more ‘U-shaped’
proﬁle to become more ‘V-shaped’ in proﬁle.
• Lower edge of nostrils loses its curved proﬁle
and increasingly becomes straighter and drawn
more vertically.
• The openness of the nostrils is NOT related to
the nostril shape.

Whisker Shape & Position:
• Most whiskers lose their relaxed, curved proﬁle
to become increasingly straight.
• Tension in the whisker pads increases, pushing
the whiskers away from the face to ‘stand on end’,
and whiskers increasingly clump together.
• Most of the whiskers no longer point in different
directions but increasingly in the same direction.
At a score of ‘2’, most of the whiskers point
downwards.

Ear Shape & Position:
• Ear apertures lose their open (dish-shaped)
appearance to become increasingly folded/curled
inwards (more cylindrical).
• Distance between inside edges at the base of the ears
decreases. At a score of ‘2’ they are almost touching.
• At a score of ‘0’, the ears stand vertically towards the
back or side. At a score of ‘1’ the ears are at 45° angle
relative to the back or sides. At a score of ‘2’ the ears
are held closer to the back or sides of the body.

Read the original paper Keating SCJ, Thomas AA, Flecknell PA, Leach MC (2012) Evaluation of EMLA cream for preventing pain during tattooing of rabbits: changes in physiological, behavioural and
facial expression responses. PLoS ONE 7:e44437. Doi:10.137/journal.pone0044437
For guidance on how to use the Rabbit Grimace Scale, additional images of each action unit or research papers that underpin or validate this technique, please contact Dr Matt Leach,
matthew.leach@newcastle.ac.uk Images were provided by Dr Matthew Leach (Newcastle University). This scale would not have been developed without the continuing work of the Pain and Animal
Welfare Science Group (PAWS) at Newcastle University
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